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Dear Parent

We are proud and privileged that
you have chosen us to be a part of
your child’s journey towards a
great future.

We at Mount Abu Public School
will make sure that home extends
to school and school extends to
home seamlessly.
Teachers at school and parents at
home are equal stake holders in
holistic education and we both
need to be partners in this learning
process of your child. Our
endeavor is to teach each one of
our students to redefine success-
not by the absence of failures in
life- but by overcoming them.
I welcome you to the partnership
which aims to molding our
children into national citizens with
a global vision.

Principal
Jyoti Arora



Teachers’ Day

5th Sept 2016

“Teachers are the torch bearers of gen-next ”

September 5th, the birthday of Dr. Sarvapalli Radha Krishnan was celebrated in the

school. The teachers follow the footsteps of this great philosopher is being proved

on this day. The performance of students on stage exclusively for teachers was

memorable. The students of class 11th and 12th exhibited their talents as a treat to

the teachers. Dance and music made the day explicable. Each minute was turned

into a magical moment. The program further proceeded by conferring the wonderful

teachers and felicitating them with beautiful titles. At last the program culminated

with the words of prudence by the cornerstone of future, Madam Jyoti Arora.

Hindi Week

2nd week of Sept

The school had a good number of events in the month of September, one was

celebration of Hindi Week which was to sensitize the students and foster their

interest to explore more about their skills and also to bring the importance of Hindi

language . The week started by numerous competitions , firstly the poem recitation

conducted for class 6th to enhance the poetic skills and inculcate the passion to

express feelings. It was a medium to give vent to the pent up thoughts. Engrossing

topics were selected. This was then followed by competitive debates on burning

issues for classes 7th-8th. For classes 8th-10th “Ek Drishtikon“, a painting

competition was conducted to showcase the artistic approach of the budding artists.

Moreover the initiative and enthusiastic participation by primary classes in events

like “Kavyanjali" , “Kathakathan“ Vyakranvriksh" was also scintillating.



Workshop on Memory Retention

7th Oct 2016

“The best thing about memories… is making them”

The school in association with NIE, Times of India organized a workshop on

Memory Retention. It was a remarkable opportunity for the Mapians to meet a three

times Guinness Book record holder Mr. Mohd. Faizal. The resource person intended

to enhance the memory of the students and elaborated on the fact that one can

memorize the things quicker and retain them for a longer time if we associate them

with our feelings or emotions. He also stressed on the power of imagination that can

work wonders. It is very important to have faith, conviction and belief in oneself to

achieve goals. Overall it was a motivating and informative workshop and the

students seek for another such workshops where students actively chip in and get

benefitted to add to their prior knowledge.

APPRECIATION ASSEMBLY FOR CLASSES VI – X

15th Oct 2016

“A person's greatest emotional need is to feel appreciated.”

Appreciation infuses in one interest and passion for the work in hand. To instil the

spirit of inspiration and gear up the students to face the competitive world, the

school organized the “Appreciation Assembly” wherein the students were awarded

with certificates, medals and trophies for meritorious performance in various fields.

The wonderfully endowed students were cheered and blessed by their Parents who

were part of the Special assembly on the day.



CBSE CHESS TOURNAMENT 2016 (CENTRAL ZONE)

20th-22nd Oct 2016

The School was the proud host of CBSE Chess Tournament 2016 (Central 

Zone) .The three day mega event commenced on 20th October 2016 was declared 

open by Mr. Sushil Kumar, Renowned free style wrestler and Olympic 

Medalist in a scintillating inaugural ceremony. The tournament witnessed a massive 

participation of around 800 participants from diverse reputed school across the 

city. The winners were awarded with Certificates, Trophies & Medals by the Chief 

Guest Sh. S.K. Bhattacharya, President, Action Committee Unaided Recognised

Private School in the Prize Distribution ceremony held on 22nd October 2016.

Mr. Bhattacharya in his motivational speech highlighted the importance of sports 

and vital role it plays in grooming one’s personality to achieve excellence in life. The 

school also released a brochure highlighting the value of sports and diversified skills 

that one can imbibe by taking keen interest in physical activities. The event was an 

opportunity for the young chess players to showcase their talent in the game and 

compete with their contenders to march ahead with immense confidence for 

realizing their cherished dreams.

Video Conference

26th Oct 2016

“Technology is best when it brings people together”

A video conference was organized in the on 26th October 2016 where the

students interacted with students of Ukraine on the topic Faith, Values and

Community through the platform of generation global. Technology plays a crucial

role in the transformation of society. It is instrumental that video conferencing

impacts students’ success and motivation to learn. Synchronous conferencing

enhanced teaching and learning by exchanging and sharing experiences and

opinions, posing questions and discussion, giving and receiving feedback. The

students explored new understandings presented by the students on the other

side. The response and enthusiasm of students demonstrates the importance of

this issue within the community. The insights provided through these findings

support a better understanding of global issues. A number of benefits were

linked to the project. From the students’ perspective, they were able to discuss
the problems of their community.



Anti-Cracker Rally by Mapians

27th Oct 2016

“Don’t act mean, go green. Celebrate an eco friendly Diwali .”

The school conducted an Anti-Cracker rally on 27th October 2016. The students from

6th to 10th class participated very enthusiastically and also made beautiful and

irresistible banners showcasing their regrets towards the bane-Crackers. The

students were engraved by many motivating slogans for eradicating the use of

crackers from the auspicious festive season. The rally started from Swarn Jayanti

Park followed by the streets and roads. On the way, through the roads, the people

were really impressed and promised to minimise the use of crackers. The school

collaborated with Mother Divine School, Rohini, Cambridge foundation, Rajouri

Garden and Modern School, Shalimar Bagh and took the pledge not to burn

crackers and not others let do the same. Nukkad Natak was showcased by all the

institutions, awakening the people for the crackers and their negativity in our society.

Mr. B.C. Sabata, Mr. Mahendra Kumar Goyal and Mr. Sudershan Verma addressed

the gathering by their golden words. The roads were echoed by abundant slogans

making the citizens aware about the pollution creator. At the end, the winners for

Nukkad Natak were declared and awarded and Mr. B.C. Sabata concluded the event

with his words of prudence.



Celebrating the festival of Lights

28th Oct 2016

“Sparkle with Joy and glow with Warmth”

To celebrate the auspicious occasion of Diwali and cherish togetherness, the

school conducted various inter–class competitions on 28th Oct 2016. Active

participation of students and teachers could be seen to embellish the event.

Multitude of competitions like Diya decoration, Candle decoration, Thali

decoration, CD decoration and Rangoli making took place. The students of all

classes decorated the respective classrooms with great zeal and enthusiasm.

After the competition all the material was exhibited at the reception for the

parents.



Date
Name of the 

Event
Venue/Organiser Participating Students Result

22.10.16

Times NIE 

Knowledge 

Quiz 2016 -

17

Manav Sthali 

School, Rajinder 

Nagar

Hrishabh Sehrawat, Ankit Rathi, 

Sumit Bhatia (X), Ambarish, 

Utkarsh Sen (IX) Bibin B Chacko

(VIII), Sujal Tandon (VII), Arnav

Rana, Tanay Sinha (VI)

I Position in 

Banner Making 

Competition

22.10.16
Inter School 

Competition

Maharaja Agarsain 

School, Ashok 

Vihar

Paint D Folk & Frame: Keshav 

Dalmia, Ujjwal Sharma, Shashwat

Tiwari (X)

Princess Diary: Vanshika Sharma, 

Daksha Goel, Radhika, Jahanvi

Chhavia, Rehan Das, Riddhima

Jeena, Mridul Aggarwal, 

Ayushmita Sen, Saishi Pandey, 

Niyati (II)

I Position in Paint 

D Folk & Frame

I Position in 

Princess Diary

21.10.16 Razzmatazz
Mother Divine 

Public School

Technowiz : Bhavya Kadyan, 

Abhishek Bindra (XII)

Chroma : Aniket Mitra (XI), Kittu

Priya (XII)

I Position in 

Technowiz

Consolation Prize 

in Chroma

21.10.16
Confluence 

2016

Delhi International 

School

La Nature: Ananya Seth (PP)

Bol Uthe Rang: Saatviki Chawla 

(VII), Diptesh Sharma (VIII)

II Position in La 

Nature

II Position in Bol 

Uthe Rang

III Position in 

Passe Patrimony

29.09.16

Neelambri

2016

Drawing & 

Quiz 

Competition

Vallabh Bhai Patel 

Chest Institute

Quiz: Lakshay Sharma, Yagit

Gadhok (XI)

III Position in 

Quiz

RESULT AT A GLANCE
INTER SCHOOL

Always looking for your heartfelt support & cooperation. 

Thanks & Regards 

Jyoti Arora Minoo Bhatia 
(Principal) (Coordinator) 

Drafted by:- Silky Arora(X), Hiteshi Pandey (X), Drishti Rajput(X)

Edited By:- Ms. Sangeeta Chopra (TGT English)


